Gone

£7.99£4.79

Not rated yet!

Author:

Grant Michael

Publisher:

Egmont Books Ltd

Age range:

12 - 16 years

In the blink of an eye, the world changes. The adults vanish without a trace, and those left must do all
they can to survive. For Sam and Astrid, it is a race against time as they try to solve the questions that
now dominate their lives. What is the mysterious wall that has encircled the town of Perdido Beach and
trapped everyone within?

Paperback Book
ISBN13:9781405242356 - (16/02/2009)

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy

£7.99£4.79

£7.99£5.59

Not rated yet!

Author:

Adams Douglas

Publisher:

Pan Books

Age range:
*OUT OF PRINT - Alternative available 9781509808311* A new edition of the orginal Douglas Adams's
mega-selling cult classic to celebrate 30 years with additional material and a foreword by Russell T
Davies.

Paperback Book
ISBN13:9780330508537 - (01/09/2009)

£7.99£5.59

Uglies

£7.99£4.95

Not rated yet!

Author:

Westerfeld Scott

Publisher:

Simon & Schuster Childrens Books

Age range:

12 - 16 years

*OUT OF PRINT - Replaced by 9781471181443* Beauty guaranteed - but at what price?

Paperback Book
ISBN13:9780857079138 - (29/03/2012)

The Poison Boy

£7.99£4.95

£6.99£5.24

Not rated yet!

Author:

Fletcher Moss

Publisher:

Chicken House Ltd

Age range:

10 - 13 years

When poison boy Dalton Fly, a food taster for the rich, narrowly escapes death, he sets out to save his
city from the poisoners within.

Paperback Book
ISBN13:9781908435446 - (04/04/2013)

The 5th Wave (Book 1)

£6.99£5.24

£7.99£5.83

Not rated yet!

Author:

Yancey Rick

Publisher:

Penguin Books Ltd

Age range:

12 - 16 years

On a lonely stretch of highway, Cassie runs. Runs from the beings that only look human, who have
scattered Earth's last survivors. To stay alone is to stay alive, until she meets Evan Walker. Beguiling and
mysterious, Evan may be her only hope. Now she must choose: between trust and despair, between
defiance and surrender, between life and death.

Paperback Book
ISBN13:9780141345833 - (14/01/2002)

£7.99£5.83

After Tomorrow

£6.99£4.40

Not rated yet!

Author:

Cross Gillian

Publisher:

Oxford University Press

Age range:

11 - 16 years

'The raiders headed right for us. There were half a dozen of them. Heavy, tall men with packs on their
backs. And guns in their hands.' Money is worthless. Armed robbers roam the streets. No one is safe.
Matt and his little brother, Taco, escape through the Channel Tunnel. Their mother said they would be
safe on the other side. She was wrong.

Paperback Book
ISBN13:9780192756268 - (04/04/2013)

Flip

£6.99£4.40

£7.99£5.75

Not rated yet!

Author:

Bedford Martyn

Publisher:

Walker Books Ltd

Age range:

12 - 16 years

Ever wake up in someone else's body?

Paperback Book
ISBN13:9781406344233 - (07/03/2013)

The Hunt

£7.99£5.75

£10.99£6.92

Not rated yet!

Author:

Fukuda Andrew

Publisher:

Simon & Schuster Childrens Books

Age range:

12 - 16 years

The terrifying dystopian vampire thriller, now in paperback.

Paperback Book
ISBN13:9780857075420 - (25/10/2012)

£10.99£6.92

Momentum

£6.99£4.54

Not rated yet!

Author:

Lloyd Saci

Publisher:

Hodder Children's Books

Age range:

12 - 16 years

***OUT OF PRINT***

Paperback Book
ISBN13:9781444900811 - (02/06/2011)

The Other Life

£6.99£4.54

£6.99£5.24

Not rated yet!

Author:

Winnacker Susanne

Publisher:

Usborne Publishing Ltd

Age range:

12 - 16 years

It's been 3 years, 1 month, 1 week and 6 days since Sherry has seen daylight. When things went wrong
up above, she was sealed off from the world in a bunker with her family. But when they run out of food,
Sherry and her dad must venture outside. There they find devastation, desolation... and the Weepers:
savage mutant killers.

Paperback Book
ISBN13:9781409536086 - (01/02/2012)

Monument 14

£6.99£5.24

£6.99£4.68

Not rated yet!

Author:

Laybourne Emmy

Publisher:

Hodder Children's Books

Age range:

12 - 16 years

Fourteen kids. One superstore. A million things that go wrong ...

Paperback Book
ISBN13:9781444914702 - (04/04/2013)

£6.99£4.68

The Handmaid's Tale

£8.99£6.29

Not rated yet!

Author:

Atwood Margaret

Publisher:

Vintage Classics

Age range:

16 - 18 years

NOW A SMASH-HIT CHANNEL 4 TV SERIESOffred is a Handmaid in the Republic of Gilead. If she
deviates, she will, like dissenters, be hanged at the wall or sent out to die slowly of radiation sickness. But
even a repressive state cannot obliterate desire - neither Offred's nor that of the two men on which her
future hangs.

Paperback Book
ISBN13:9780099511663 - (07/10/2010)

Ender's Game

£8.99£6.29

£8.99£6.02

Not rated yet!

Author:

Card Orson Scott

Publisher:

Orbit

Age range:
The worldwide bestselling and award-winning classic science fiction novel

Paperback Book
ISBN13:9780356500843 - (29/11/2011)

The Children of Men

£8.99£6.02

£8.99£5.93

Not rated yet!

Author:

James P. D.

Publisher:

Faber & Faber

Age range:
PD James is the world's pre-eminent crime writer, most famous for her Adam Dalgliesh mysteries and for
her bestselling titles Death Comes to Pemberley and The Murder Room. Children of Men was adapted
into a hit film in 2006, directed by Alfonso Cuaron the film starred Clive Owen, Michael Caine and
Julianne Moore.

Paperback Book
ISBN13:9780571253418 - (05/08/2010)

£8.99£5.93

The Eighth Day

£5.99£4.13

Not rated yet!

Author:

McClellan David, Salerni Dianne K.

Publisher:

HarperCollins

Age range:
Some people-like Jax and Riley-are Transitioners, able to live in all eight days, while others, including
Evangeline, the elusive teenage girl who's been hiding in the house next door, exist only on this special
day.

Paperback Book
ISBN13:9780062272164 - (14/12/2014)

£5.99£4.13

